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ABSTRACT
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HOSPITAL ERROR AVOIDANCE SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to a computer system
and associated methods for limiting errors in hospitals
and other medical institutions using machine-readable

code on patient identi?cation bands, medications, other
goods, services, procedures, and treatments; and pro
viding accurate, direct linkage in the computer system

portable microcomputer with the requirement that the
list must be stamped by the embodied electrically pow-p
ered hand stamp mechanism before treatment can con

using existing machine codes without generating labels,
and including veri?cation of dosage rates.
2. Background Art
Several methods and systems for identi?cation and
veri?cation of patient treatment have been used in med
ical institutions. However, as described below, such

methods and systems have presented certain disadvan
tages.
For example, prior art patient identi?cation methods
and systems have identi?ed patients with machine read
able code and generated identifying labels for ?xation to
blood or other specimen containers, as well as per

formed validation procedures to con?rm that a particu
lar medication is to be administered to a patient or a

particular testis to be performed on the patient. Ac
cording to one method disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
4,476,381 the identifying indicia are translucent to ultra

violet light and capable of reproducing the identifying
indicia on an ultraviolet-sensitive label for use in identi

?cation of patient specimens.
A signi?cant disadvantage of such a method is the
requirement for generating and affixing of labels to link

patients with prescribed materials and procedures
'- which is an added operation subject to human error and

is costly. A further disadvantage is the requirement for
an apparatus to provide the ultraviolet light source used
to reproduce labels used to identify specimen contain

2

location to the assembly point for inclusion in the
locked container.
Another example of such a method is disclosed US.
Pat. No. 4,628,193. Such method has the disadvantage
of requiring an apparatus embodying a portable mi
crocomputer with an electrically powered hand stamp
mechanism. A further disadvantage is the speci?cation
of a computer printed list for routing and scheduling
patient treatments separate from, and in addition to, the

tinue, and further, the use of the embodied electrically
powered hand stamp mechanism for test tube label
15

printing.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The invention should be in the form of wrist identi?
cation bands with preprinted barcode. The barcode
used on the wrist identi?cation bands should be selected
to correspond with the standard used to barcode the
unit dose medications. The portable computer means
should be small in size and equipped with a barcode
reader. A hand held portable computer means such as

Model FTC-701 manufactured by Telxon Corporation,
or the Advanced Pocket Computer manufactured by
Hand Held Products, is able to read the barcode on the
patient’s identi?cation band and a variety of other stan
dard barcode formats. The portable computer means
should preferably be coupled directly to the host com
puter means for up-loading and down-loading data a
host computer means using a communication link
means. The portable computer means should be down

loaded with physician’s orders for medications, goods,
services or procedures for speci?c patients.
Before medications, goods, services or procedures
are administered to a patient, hospital personnel will
scan the machine-readable code on the patient’s identi?
cation band, and the machine-readable code on the unit

ers, medications, procedures, and other patient treat 40 dose(s) of the medications, goods, services or proce
ments. A further disadvantage is the requirement for
dures. The portable computer means will compare these
storage of barcode information for matching the patient
readings with the doctor’s orders and other internal ?les
indicia and specimen containers, medications, proce
as required and verify that the administration of the
dures, and other patient treatments in computer regis
medications, goods, services or procedures is either
ters and checking for identity which precludes use of 45 correct or not correct.
existing standard barcodes on unit dose medications,
specimen containers, procedures and treatments. A still
further disadvantage of the method is the lack of proce
dures for verifying treatment prescription using com
puter-based comparisons of authorized and delivered
medications and treatments. Moreover, no method for

The patient identi?cation band may have a barcode
label added, or may utilize an alternate machine-read

able code. The scanning device may be hard-wired,
connected by radio, infra-red sensor, or other communi
cation technique to a host computer means, or a local
area network, or a standalone computer means, or other

veri?cation of the rate of dosage for medications is

computer system. A portable computer means may be

provided in the system.
Other methods used in the prior art call for identi?ca

totally self~contained. The patient identi?cation band

may also be used for other hospital administration pur
tion to be attached to the wristlet worn by the patient, 55 poses.
an example of such method being disclosed in U.S. Pat.
This invention will permit the combination of ma

No. 4,415,802. Such method has the disadvantage of

chine-readable identi?cation of patients, and machine
readable identi?cation of medications, goods, services
directed at error avoidance at the ?nal point of delivery
or procedures coding with computer based physician
to the patient, in effect transferring the potential source 60 instructions for delivery of goods, services or medical

requiring additional steps in the delivery of medications

of medication error in the assembly of medications from
the patient location to the location where the medica
tions are placed in a locked container for delivery to the

procedures including tests and medications into an auto
matic error avoidance system.
The machine-readable code on the patient identi?ca

patient. A further disadvantage is the requirement for

tion band will provide additional bene?ts to hospital

the use of a lock container for all medication delivery 65 administration. The invention will permit a portable

and in so doing burden the operation of the hospital
with additional work steps while only transferring the
location of potential medication errors from the patient

computer means to automatically record the time, date,

patient identi?cation code, and medications, goods,
services or procedures delivered. These records can be

3
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facturers. The barcode reader 11 scans the patient iden
ti?cation band to record the patient identity in the trans
action ?le 5 shown in FIG. 1.

loaded into the host computer means automatically to

form a complete record of patient transactions for bill
ing and other purposes.

I claim:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system embodying the
invention.
FIG. 2 discloses the preferred machine-readable code
of the invention.

'

1. A hospital error limiting system employing bar
codes for identifying patients, medications, goods, ser

vices and procedures comprising:
host computer means for maintaining a patient his~

tory ?le, which indicates when particular medica
l0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
FIG. 1 shows the patient identi?cation band with
barcode 1. At the time of delivery of medication, goods,
service or procedure, hospital personnel will scan the 15
patient identi?cation band barcode 1 to determine the
patient’s identity and then scan the unit dose medica
tion, goods, service or procedure barcode 2 to identify
the medication and size of dose, goods, service or pro
20
cedure.
The portable computer means 3 will check its internal
?le of physician’s instructions 6 to verify that the identi
?ed medication, goods, service or procedure 2 has been
prescribed for the identi?ed patient 1. If the medication
and dosage, goods, service or procedure is correct the
portable computer means will check the transaction ?le
5 to for the last recorded delivery of the medication,

tions, goods, services or procedures were delivered
to a particular patient in the past, and a physician

instruction ?le, which indicate what particular
medications, goods, services or procedures are to
be given to a particular patient at a particular time
interval.
communication link means to link said host computer
means to a portable computer means for transfer

ring said patient history ?le and said physician
instruction ?le between said host computer means

and said portable computer means.
wherein said portable computer means comprises a

portable memory means for storing said patient
history ?le and said physician instruction ?le,
portable bar code reading means for identifying a
patient by reading a bar code provided to said

patient, and for identifying medications, good, ser
vices or procedures proposed to be delivered to

said patient, by reading a bar code provided on said
medications, goods, services or procedures,
portable processing means for processing the bar
codes read by said portable bar code reading means

goods, service or procedure. The portable computer
means 3 will calculate the time interval since the last

recorded delivery of the medication, goods, service or
procedure with the time interval prescribed in the phy
sician instruction ?le 6. If the interval is correct the

so as to determine if said identi?ed medications,

portable computer means will display the message “ver

goods, services or procedures are permitted to be
delivered to said identi?ed patient, according to

i?ed”. If an error occurs in this process, an appropriate

error message will be displayed by the portable com 35

said patient history ?le and said physician instruc

puter means.

tion ?le in said portable memory means, and for

The transaction ?le 5 and the physician instruction,

updating said patient history ?le in said portable

?le 6 are contained in the portable computer means 3.
The transaction ?le 5 is uploaded into a host computer

memory means if said identi?ed medications,
goods, services or procedures are permitted to be
delivered to said identi?ed patient,

means 7 patient history ?le 9 periodically. Physician

40

portable computer means 3 before each delivery tour of

wherein said determination requires that said identi
?ed medications, goods, services or procedures are
related to said identi?ed patient in said physician

medication, goods, services or procedure is begun.

. instruction ?le in the portable memory means and

instructions contained in ?le 8 in the host computer
means 7 are downloaded to the instruction ?le 6 in the

When a patient is to receive a procedure (eg. X

rayed) hospital personnel will check the identity of the
patient by scanning the patient identi?cation band bar
code 1 and will check the procedure by scanning the
bar code associated with the procedure. The portable
computer means 3 will check the physician instruction 50
?le 6 to verify the procedure was ordered by a physi
cian. If the procedure was ordered for the patient, the
portable computer means will display the message “ver

that said identi?ed medications, goods, services or
procedures would be delivered to said identi?ed
patient at an appropriate time according to when
identi?ed medications, goods, services or proce
dures were lasts delivered to the identi?ed patient
in the past as indicated in the patient history ?le in
the portable memory means and according to the
' time interval in said physician instruction ?le in

said portable memory means to grant permission to

i?ed”. If an error occurs in this process, an appropriate

deliver said identi?ed medications, goods, services

error message will be displayed by ‘the portable com 55

or procedures, and portable display means for indi-'

puter means.

cating the determination of said portable process
ing means,

The communication link means 10 between the porta
ble computer means 3 and the host computer means 7

Wherein said patient history ?le in said host com

other communication link means.

puter means is updated periodically by transferring
said updated patient history ?le in said portable

FIG. 2 shows a patient identi?cation band with bar
code 1. The barcode may be of any standard design but

computer means to said host computer means via
said communication link means.

may be by direct wire, phone modem, radio, infrared or

*

should be the same as the standard used by drug manu
65
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